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QUESTION 1

Which command is run at the CLI when logged in to an FTD unit, to determine whether the unit is managed locally or by
a remote FMC server? 

A. system generate-troubleshoot 

B. show configuration session 

C. show managers 

D. show running-config | include manager 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/security/firepower/command_ref/b_Command_Reference_for_Firepo
wer_Threat_Defense/c_3.html 

 

QUESTION 2

A network engineer is logged into the Cisco AMP for Endpoints console and sees a malicious verdict for an identified
SHA-256 hash. Which configuration is needed to mitigate this threat? 

A. Add the hash to the simple custom deletion list. 

B. Use regular expressions to block the malicious file. 

C. Enable a personal firewall in the infected endpoint. 

D. Add the hash from the infected endpoint to the network block list. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator must use Cisco FMC to install a backup route within the Cisco FTD to route traffic in case of a routing
failure with primary route. Which action accomplish this task? 

A. Install the static backup route and modify the metric to be less than the primary route 

B. Use a default route in the FMC instead of having multiple routes contending for priority 

C. Configure EIGRP routing on the FMC to ensure that dynamic routes are always updated 

D. Create the backup route and use route tracking on both routes to a destination IP address in the network 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

An organization has a Cisco FTD that uses bridge groups to pass traffic from the inside interfaces to the outside
interfaces. They are unable to gather information about neighbouring Cisco devices or use multicast in their
environment. What must be done to resolve this issue? 

A. Create a firewall rule to allow CDP traffic. 

B. Create a bridge group with the firewall interfaces. 

C. Change the firewall mode to transparent. 

D. Change the firewall mode to routed. 

Correct Answer: C 

"In routed firewall mode, broadcast and multicast traffic is blocked even if you allow it in an access rule..." "The bridge
group does not pass CDP packets packets..." https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/security/asa/asa913/configuration/
general/asa-913-general-config/intro-fw.html 

Passing Traffic Not Allowed in Routed Mode 

In routed mode, some types of traffic cannot pass through the ASA even if you allow it in an access rule. The bridge
group, however, can allow almost any traffic through using either an access rule (for IP traffic) or an EtherType rule (for
non-IP traffic): 

IP traffic--In routed firewall mode, broadcast and "multicast traffic is blocked even if you allow it in an access rule,"
including unsupported dynamic routing protocols and DHCP (unless you configure DHCP relay). Within a bridge group,
you can allow this traffic with an access rule (using an extended ACL). 

Non-IP traffic--AppleTalk, IPX, BPDUs, and MPLS, for example, can be configured to go through using an EtherType
rule. 

Note 

"The bridge group does not pass CDP packets packets, or any packets that do not have a valid EtherType greater than
or equal to 0x600. An exception is made for BPDUs and IS- IS, which are supported. " 

 

QUESTION 5

A security engineer is configuring an Access Control Policy for multiple branch locations. These locations share a
common rule set and utilize a network object called INSIDE_NET which contains the locally significant internal network
subnets 

at each location. 

What technique will retain the policy consistency at each location but allow only the locally significant network subnet
within the applicable rules? 

A. utilizing policy inheritance 

B. utilizing a dynamic ACP that updates from Cisco Talos Eba 

C. creating a unique ACP per device. 
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D. creating an ACP with an INSIDE_NET network object and object overrides. 

Correct Answer: D 
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